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The Migros subsidiary WePractice strengthens management and
continues growth

Zurich, September 20, 2022 – WePractice is a modern group medical practice for
mental health. Developed by Sparrow Ventures, the venture builder and venture capital
provider of Migros Group, the mental health start-up offers psychotherapists and
psychological coaches a Switzerland-wide network of shared practices featuring
co-working areas. In addition, a specially developed online platform that includes a
directory of therapists makes it easier for the Swiss population to access suitable
therapists and coaches. WePractice was launched as a project in 2020 and has now
received growth financing (series B) in the higher single-digit million range after
successfully completing its market launch. The ambitious growth plan is already running
at full speed.

March 2021 marked the opening of WePractice’s first group medical practice at the Stadelhofen
train station in Zurich. The nationwide rollout kicked off a year later in March 2022. Additional
locations have since been opened in St. Gallen, Winterthur, Basel, Bern, Zurich, and Chur. The
number will grow to ten group medical practices by the end of this year, with over 250
psychologists and psychotherapists.

WePractice seeks to make the best possible psychological and psychotherapeutic services
available to each person in Switzerland in order to promote mental health among the population.
“The demand for psychological and psychotherapeutic support has soared in recent years. The
insufficient supply frequently involves waiting times lasting several months for a therapy
appointment. With WePractice, we have devised an innovative solution for therapists and
patients alike,” said Gian Saratz, co-founder and the new CEO of WePractice.

Win-Win for Therapists and Patients

The concept of WePractice is rooted in two pillars: a nationwide Swiss network of group medical
practices with co-working spaces for therapists and coaches as well as an online platform
offering a directory of therapists for those seeking help. As a member, self-employed therapists
can benefit from a unique package of services including access to workstations in the
co-working area, fully equipped therapy facilities that can be booked flexibly on an hourly basis
or daily basis as well as support in finding patients and in billing for services. This also promotes
the personal and professional exchange of information within the community. All professionals at
WePractice are featured in the therapist directory on the online platform www.wepractice.ch and
are introduced in detail. Patients can find the right therapist in their area using the user-friendly
interface and can make an appointment for a free introductory consultation.

http://www.wepractice.ch


The Top Management Trio

In addition to Gian Saratz, who has been working as Lead Venture Architect since the project’s
inception and is now taking on the position of Managing Director (CEO) of WePractice, another
founding member is also joining the management team. Silvan Schumacher is assuming the
position of Head of Operations (COO) at the start-up. He previously served as Senior Venture
Architect at Sparrow Ventures. Joëlle Gut, an experienced psychotherapist, was also recruited.
She completes WePractice’s corporate leadership as Therapeutic Director and Chief Mental
Health Officer (CMHO).

Lorenz Lüchinger, CEO of Sparrow Ventures: “I am pleased to see how an idea has evolved into
a successful start-up. WePractice solves a very real problem and improves the health of the
Swiss population. Its success can be directly traced back to the team and I am very pleased
with how they are now continuing to expand and become self-sufficient. WePractice will
continue its rapid growth and establish itself successfully. The very best to the entire team for
the rest of their journey.”

The additional funding will be dedicated to continuing scaling. Additional locations are currently
scheduled to be opened in 2023. By 2024, the number of WePractice group medical practices is
expected to grow to 40 throughout Switzerland. The rollout is another milestone in Migros’
group-wide health strategy. WePractice will enhance the Migros Group’s existing healthcare
portfolio. It was only in March 2022 that Migros first acquired Swiss dental start-up bestsmile, in
which Sparrow Ventures made its first investment in 2019.
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About Sparrow Ventures

Sparrow Ventures is a venture builder and venture capital provider based in Zurich. With a unique organizational
structure and an experienced, interdisciplinary team of specialists, Sparrow Ventures focuses on supporting and
funding young companies in a variety of relevant sectors, especially food and beverage, last mile, fintech, digital
health, sustainability and circular economy, commerce and shopping, as well as, as a new addition, travel.
Sparrow Ventures is an independent subsidiary of the Migros Group. sparrow-ventures.com  
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